
Using COMCentre to extend  
RISC OS into a communication center

 Hello World
Make a Raspberry Pi running RISC OS into a high-performance 

communication center for sending and receiving text messages 

with COMCentre. By Raik Fischer

You can download COMCentre free of 
charge from the developer’s web page [1]. 
Under the hood, it is apparent that pieces of 
this software have been borrowed from 
Linux tools, which you can use to your ad-
vantage when configuring new sticks.

InstallatIon
Installing COMCentre is easy. The applica-
tion just needs to be copied to the directory 
of your choice. The requirements include 

When I am out and about, I often 
take a specially outfitted laptop 
built on a Raspberry Pi that 
provides me with mobile com-

munication capabilities (Figure 1). The Rasp 
Pi offers a multitude of free software, much of 
it customized to Raspbian Linux, including 
programs that allow you to send and receive 
text messages. This article describes  an alter-
native using the RISC OS operating system 
with the COMCentre communication tool.
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!Boot.Resources.!Routines, which are avail-
able in RISC OS RC14; also, Filer, the RISC 
OS system that lets you access filesystem op-
erations, must be acquainted with the Ap-
pBasic tool. The program and the additional 
packages !USBDevSwp and !USBSDvEmu can be 
downloaded free of charge from the develop-
er’s website [1].

Additionally, the !Boot.
Resources.!System.Modules.Network has to 
contain PPP and URI modules. This is where 
you should also copy USBSDvEmu. The main 
application, !COMCentre, and !USBDevSwp are 
then simply placed in a directory of choice. 
After double-clicking, the programs begin to 
create settings in the background.

ConfIguratIon
When the UMTS modem is a commonly used 
USB stick, the software will typically have no 
problems recognizing the hardware. Configur-
ing an unknown stick is not as easy, and a de-
scription of how this works would go beyond 
the limits of this article. Double-clicking on 
!Boot calls the configuration tool. The entries 
COMCentre and USBDevSwp will appear in the 
Configuration window (Figure 2).

USBDevSwp has additional specifications 
(Figure 3) for configuring the UMTS stick in 
the modem. When the system recognizes the 
stick, it automatically generates the appropri-
ate settings. You should configure unknown 
devices manually; COMCentre includes de-
tailed configuration help.

Some device files in the !Boot.
Resources.!USBDevSwp.Devices folder are 

from the Linux 
world. The file 
name indi-
cates the ven-
dor and prod-
uct ID of the 
stick before it 
is inserted. Internally, you will typically find 
several sticks labeled with the same ID.

USBDevSwp always uses the first entry on 
the list. If problems arise, it makes 
sense to figure out whether TVend. 
and TProd. have been set up cor-
rectly and that the first entry on the 
list is the correct one.

COMCentre uses the default set-
tings from the provider that accom-
pany the stick or the SIM chip. If 
necessary, you should adapt these 
settings to the configuration (Figure 
4). You should also specify a PIN 
number, so you avoid having to 
enter the number at each login. If 
you want to save text messages to a 
particular place in the filesystem, 
this should also be specified and 
configured.

CoMCentre apps
COMCentre can handle much more 
than just sending and receiving text 
messages: you can use COMCentre 
as an entire UMTS communication 
interface (Figure 5). You can extend 
the applications in COMCentre as 
needed; see Table 1 for a summary 

Figure 2: The user uses USBDevSwp to install a stick as a USB modem.

Figure 3: Sticks can be identified with the manufacturer or product ID. 

Although it is not always intuitive, once you understand how it works, 

identification goes quickly.

Figure 4: Configuring the basic information for 

the connection, including where the text 

messages are saved on the SIM chip or whether 

they should be saved on a device to allow for 

more convenient access.

Figure 1: The heart of the laptop is a Raspberry Pi running RISC OS.
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of some of the most important COMCentre 
components.

ConClusIon
RISC OS might appear somewhat exotic at 
first glance; however, you quickly learn that 
it is just as convenient as other operating 
systems.

COMCentre offers a free and complete 
package for everything having to do with 
mobile communication under RISC OS, al-
lowing you to send and receive text messages 
using a practical interface.  ● ● ●

Figure 5: If you want to send or receive text 

messages using a RISC OS system, then this is where 

you start.

Component Screenshot Function
!CCT_Cnnct Responsible for generating a connection to the Internet, thus enabling 

Internet tasks such as browsing and email.

!CCT_Info Provides various pieces of information about available networks. Some 
patience is required because the software takes a long time to collect the 
appropriate information.

!CCT_Phone This part of the program is still under development. Once completed, 
the component will let you make telephone calls via the USB stick.

!CCT_PNums Makes it possible to administer telephone numbers.

!CCT_SMS Retrieves messages automatically when the program boots. A watcher 
monitors for additional incoming messages in the background.

TABLE 1: COMCentre Components

[1]  COMCentre:  
http://  www.  thomas‑milius. 
 privat.  t‑online.  de/  English/ 
 Computer/  index.  htm
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!CCT_Track Transmits the location via cell ID. It often works, but not always. The lo-
cation is displayed as a small image in the browser. Works best when 
the MapView software from the same developer is used.

!CCT_Unprot Inputs the pin if it has not been set globally via !Configure. If necessary, 
this window appears automatically.

!CCT_Modem A simple modem terminal in the task window. It is suitable for sending 
AT commands to the modem, so you can control the modem functions 
directly. These AT commands are not exactly intuitive and comprise a 
combination of letters and digits, thus making mistakes all too easy.

TABLE 1: COMCentre Components (continued)
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